
We’re More than a Pizza Company 

DiGiorno Pizza made national headlines in the beginning of September 2014 as 

one of their tweets gave the company a minor setback. The hashtag #WhyIStayed went 

viral on Twitter around this time so women could discuss why they stayed in their 

abusive relationships.  This act on the Internet was a direct correlation to the video 

release of former Baltimore Ravens running back attacking his then-fiancée in a hotel 

elevator and later dragging her unconscious body out of the elevator. Among the multiple 

tweets using the hashtag #WhyIStayed for its original purpose, DiGiorno tweeted 

“#WhyIStayed You had pizza” in order to promote pizza and be comical simultaneously. 

It is very common for corporations’ social media to appear funny and say catchy things. 

Restaurant accounts such as Denny’s, Chick-fil-A and IHOP tweet clever phrases to 

allow engagement between followers and the company. However what DiGiorno thought 

would be a clever, funny phrase turned out to be one big nightmare for them. 

After receiving immediate backlash from their tweet and learning the purpose of 

the hashtag, DiGiorno made fast response by tweeting: “A million apologies. Did not 

read what the hashtag was about before posting.” The original tweet was deleted and 

DiGiorno released the statement, “The tweet does not reflect our values and we’ve been 

personally responding to everyone who has engaged with us on social media.”  

Currently the most popular frozen-pizza brand in America, DiGiorno serves to 

approximately 66% of Americans. Their annual revenue is more than one billion dollars 

so America knows the flavorful pizza company very well. However most Americans do 

not know their favorite pizza company provides more for students besides pizza.  Begun 

in 1995 in Chicago, DiGiorno has worked hard to create and maintain their family-



friendly reputation. And today they help families achieve goals they never thought would 

ever happen, especially the families at Urban Prep.  

Urban Prep Academy is a nonprofit organization located in Chicago providing a 

quality education for young boys to prepare them for their college career. These teenagers 

are typically from the lower class and far behind in multiple school subjects. Urban Prep 

prepares them for their future by allowing them opportunity beyond the classroom. There 

are three Urban Prep campuses: Bronzeville, Englewood and West Campus. By random 

lottery 2,000 boys receive an education through these schools. Not only is a quality 

education promised but extra-curricular activities, community service and parental 

engagement is mandatory. The organization was founded in 2002 and the Englewood 

campus opened in 2006. The other two schools would follow three and four years later, 

adding West Campus first and then Bronzeville.  

DiGiorno heard about the school and an idea eventually sparked within the 

company. Since 2013 DiGiorno has partnered with Urban Prep to raise money for these 

schools to supply the students with up-to-date technology. For every frozen pizza sold by 

DiGiorno a dollar goes towards schoolbook, desks, lunch tables and SMART boards for 

each classroom at all campuses. When the campuses receive a new item from DiGiorno, 

they also receive free pizza during their lunch hour. Regular lunch is not served on these 

days and the lunch crew cooks and serves various DiGiorno pizzas as a celebration. 

DiGiorno is also beginning a new project with Urban Prep. As a requirement to 

attend these schools students are expected to complete a community service project each 

year in high school. DiGiorno will soon offer community service projects for these 

students by hosting events on campus. The company wants the students to implement the 



ideas for the project and carry the project through as long that it meets the budget 

DiGiorno has given. Their first event will take place in May of this year and consist of an 

all day affair to raise money for the schools. This event is called the Summer Festival and 

activities such as face painting, family games, car wash, horse rides and much more will 

take place. DiGiorno is paying for all expenses and the money raised on this day will be 

divided between each campus.  

Urban Prep Principal Ronald Bryant says DiGiorno has made a difference in his 

school and “not a day goes by now that our students don’t have a smile on!”   

DiGiorno CEO Brad Rain stated, “We are ecstatic for the Summer Festival event 

and to be partnering with such an incredible organization. Chicago is big and has a lot of 

economic problems that many people don’t recognize. Our goal is to help as many people 

as we can, starting with Urban Prep. Each boy that attends Urban Prep has a story to tell. 

They need to know they may not have been given a chance at the beginning of life, but 

we want them to succeed for the rest of their life and will do everything in our power to 

help them reach their dreams.”  He continued, “It’s a happy time for Urban Prep students 

as well as DiGiorno. After our twitter scandal in September of last year we wanted to 

shed light on this event to allow the public to know what we are doing to help students in 

America.”  

At a school pep rally, Rain also stated, “I am sure you kids have been exposed to 

violence of some sort while growing up and we want you to know someone out there 

cares about you, someone out there loves you, and someone out there is fighting for you. 

You don’t have to live in that type of life anymore. Someone wants you to get an 

education and make a success out of yourself. DiGiorno wants that for you.”  



 

 

 

 

 


